get into shape

...Frost shapes
up to be a
real winner!

Perspex® Frost has been a real crowd
pleaser since it was originally launched in a
range of subtle Pastel colours. A couple of
years later the heat was turned up with the
addition of Hot Frost - a range of warm and
exciting colours to give designers of
internal and external POS and signs even
more colours to choose from.
Now we have added even more choice
to the Perspex® Frost range with the
development of two new colour collections
- Urban and Vivid.
Perspex® Frost - the winning line-up:
Vivid - Cutting edge modern colours: creative and
cosmopolitan
Urban - Cool, contemporary urban chic, a collection
for a sophisticated loft lifestyle
Hot - Make a strong and confident statement with
these dramatic tones
Pastel - Timeless and elegant, the classic Frost
colours retain their allure

get a creative edge...
NEW Perspex® Frost Vivid for a vibrant, dynamic statement
that covers all the angles.
Perspex® Frost Vivid - inspired by the very latest colour trends, the
Vivid collection is sure to give your designs a creative edge.
Vivid is a selection of today’s most popular colours that
will inspire today, tomorrow and beyond.
The warm tones of Burnt Orange, Saffron Yellow
and Perfect Plum are livened up by Lime Zest and
Raspberry Red with the palette completed by the cool
sophistication of Violet Heather and the gorgeous
Azure Blue.
A collection of colours that will give your designs a creative
edge today and ensure they stand out from the crowd tomorrow.

need a different slant..?
NEW Perspex® Frost Urban takes you from
shabby chic to city slick.
Add metropolitan chic to the refined look of Perspex® Frost
and you get these Urban shades - Midnight Black,
Moonlight White, Sandstone Brown, Earth Brown,
Stone Grey and Slate Grey.
The essence of the city is captured by stark monotones
of black and white, softened by gentler greys and
balanced by warm browns.
Whether enjoying a night on the town, indulging in retail
therapy or relaxing in the park, the city comes alive in true
Perspex® Frost style. Versatile and sophisticated, these
city slickers stand up to everything that Urban life can
throw at them.

think out of the box...
Perspex® Hot Frost
- can you take the heat?
There is hot and there is Hot Frost - the confident and
vivacious colours that really raise the temperature.
These bold colours are a great match for the
confidence that designers and architects show
in Perspex®.
The spicy tones of Citrus Yellow, Mandarin
Orange, Chilli Red, Sapphire Blue and
the new Jade Green brilliantly show off the
fiery colour potential of Perspex® Frost.
A collection that shows real outside-the-box thinking:
Perspex® Frost is truly Hot stuff!

the all round solution...
Use Perspex® Frost Pastels and you’ll always
put your competition in the shade.
The ever popular Frost Pastel colours are the Perspex®
equivalent of a fine Champagne: a firm favourite, exceptional
taste and perfect for any occasion! The cool classics of
Crystal Clear, Polar White, Glacier Green and
Arctic Blue are brought out of the shade by Aurora
Violet, Blush Pink and Electric Blue to give a
collection that can literally take you anywhere.

An inspired choice
Whether you choose one of the zingy new Vivid or Hot Frosts,
a Pastel classic or the latest Urban shade - with Perspex® Frost
you not only get an unrivalled choice of colour, but also the
superlative service, guaranteed product performance and exciting
innovation that you know you can rely on.
Perspex® Frost - the all round solution.
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S2 2T53
Saffron Yellow

S2 1T41
Moonlight White

S2 2T07
Citrus Yellow

S2 000
Crystal Clear

S2 3T37
Burnt Orange

S2 5T18
Sandstone Brown

S2 3T17
Mandarin Orange

S2 030
Polar White

S2 4T97
Raspberry Red

S2 5T33
Earth Brown

S2 4T50
Chilli Red

S2 4T46
Blush Pink

S2 6T9A
Lime Zest

S2 9221
Midnight Black

S2 6T7A
Jade Green

S2 6T21
Glacier Green

S2 7T1F
Azure Blue

S2 9T21
Stone Grey

S2 7T28
Sapphire Blue

S2 7T58
Aurora Violet

S2 8T14
Violet Heather

S2 9T23
Slate Grey

S2 7T69
Electric Blue

S2 8T15
Perfect Plum

Available in a wide range of thicknesses from 3 - 20mm.

S2 7T77
Arctic Blue

All samples shown are a photographic representation and may not accurately show transmitted colours.
Please contact the Sales Office or your local Perspex® stockist for availability.
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